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Project Goals: The worrisome rise of antifungal drugs resistance leads to the need of finding
alternative therapeutic strategies to fight against fungal pathogens. Here we propose to apply
bacterial nutritional interference as an alternative biocontrol strategy in order to control the growth
of these pathogenic fungi.
The worldwide emergence of drug-resistant pathogenic fungi in the last decades is a major problem not
only in human health, but also in agriculture and food security. Nowadays, only a very limited number of
therapeutic alternatives are available for the treatment of fungal infections. Generally, the same
compounds are used in both agriculture and medicine, creating an interconnected system favoring the
spread of resistance. This is particularly worrisome for pathogens with a broad range of hosts. Therefore,
there is an urgent need to find more sustainable therapeutic approaches to mitigate the rise of antifungal
drug resistances.
Some phytopathogenic fungi such as Sclerotinia sclerotiorum or Botrytis cinerea are known to use oxalic
acid as a pathogenicity factor. Indeed, oxalic acid chelates calcium ions in the middle lamella of the plant
cell wall in order to access and degrade pectin. Moreover, oxalic acid often precipitates as calcium oxalate
(CaOx) crystals. These crystals mechanically break the plant cell wall, facilitating penetration and
infection of the plant tissues. Oxalic acid is one of the most common low molecular weight organic acids
(LMWOA) produced by fungi and it plays multiple roles aside pathogenicity in processes such as
interspecies competition, mineral weathering, and lignocellulose degradation. In soil, it is primarily
present in the form of CaOx crystals. This pool of CaOx can be consumed by oxalotrophic bacteria,
leading to a local pH increase. The effect of bacteria on CaOx and pH are the stepping stones of this
biocontrol project. In the case of normal infection, the secretion of oxalic acid by the fungal pathogen
leads to the acidification of the host tissues and makes the environment favorable for infection. However,
when oxalotrophic bacteria are added to the system, the bacterial consumption of oxalic acid leads to a pH
increase and makes the environment less favorable for infection.
Confrontation experiments in Petri dishes were conducted with different phytopathogenic fungi (Botrytis
cinerea and Sclerotinia sclerotiorum) and oxalotrophic bacteria (Cupriavidus necator, Cupriavidus
oxalaticus, and Burkholderia phytofirmans) in different nutritional conditions. In addition, a nonoxalotrophic bacterium (Pseudomonas putida) and a Δoxc-mutant of B. phytofirmans were considered as
controls. C. necator and C. oxalaticus inhibited the growth of both B. cinerea and S. sclerotiorum. This
was also the case for B. phytofirmans, with a pronounced growth inhibition in confrontation with S.

sclerotiorum. The Δoxc-mutant of B. phytofirmans still inhibited the growth of S. sclerotiorum but to a
lesser extent. Moreover, oxalic acid concentration was quantified in liquid mono- and co-cultures. Plantbacterium-fungus interactions are proposed to be investigated in the future with the plant model Lactuca
sativa (lettuce).
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